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ERTS Contracting Officer- 1
Code 245, GSFC
Greenbelt, Md. 20771
3. Some related work has been. done with masking and inter-
active image processing on a contract for NOAA/SPOC
with MSS imagery only. This has been useful for studying
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2. The U. S. Standard Catalog of MSS/RBV Coverage has been
reviewed, and a number of images which may be applicable
have been ordered on the Data Request Form. An area in
the region of the Gulf Stream adjacent to Florida was
included in this order. Copies of Data Requests are
attached.
1. PROGRESS. Images received to date have not included
RBV Coverage of primary test area (Monterey Bay, Cali-
fornia). Discussions with Technical Monitor (E. W.
Crump, GSFC) suggest that late date of contract imple-
mentation resulted in omission of request filing for
image data at time RBV's were operational.
Copies to:
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5. TELEPHONE NO. 968-6137c:::J
. (415) NEW
I. .CATALOGS DESIRED
STANDARD 0 u.s. 0 NON-U.S•
DeS 0
MICROFILM 0 u.s. 0 NON-U.S.
c.r-ltltT)
·Mountain View. Calif. 94040
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~. -:. 18134. 31.291N X To 1 each U
120.935W band
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5. TELEPHONE NO. 9 68-613 .,--,
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6. CATALOGS DESIRED
STANDARD 0 u.s. 0 NON-U.S.
DCS 0
MICROFILM 0 u.s. 0 NON-U.S.
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Mountain View, Calrf. 94q40
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28-.98SN X T '1 each U
:78.404W . band -
27.550N X T 1 each U
78 •.aOOW band
26.120W X T 1 each u·
79.189N band
24.683N X ·T· 1 each U
19.574W_ band
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